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The Double 2013-09-20 watching a rented video tertuliano maximo afonso is
shocked to notice that one of the actors is identical to him in every
physical detail he embarks on a secret quest to find his double and sets in
motion a train of events that he cannot control saramago s novel explores the
nature of individuality and examines the fear and insecurity that arise when
our singularity comes under threat when even a wife cannot tell the original
from the imposter
The Double 2021-05-03 the double is a 2002 novel by portuguese author josé
saramago who won the nobel prize in literature in portuguese the title is
literally the duplicated man it was translated into english and published as
the double in 2004
複製された男 2012-10 彼がオリジナルで 自分が複製された男なのか 孤独な現代人の苦悩とアイデンティティの危機をミステリー仕立てで描いたポルトガルの
ノーベル賞作家サラマーゴの傑作 米国で映画化
El hombre duplicado / The Double 2016-01-26 una novela que se lee con la
avidez de un relato de intriga pero que nos sumerge en las cuestiones
esenciales de la vida qué sucede cuando tertuliano máximo alfonso descubre a
sus treinta y ocho años que en su ciudad vive un individuo que es su copia
exacta y con el que no le une ningún vínculo de sangre Ése es el interrogante
que saramago explorando de nuevo las profundidades del alma plantea en el
hombre duplicado cómo saber quiénes somos en qué consiste la identidad qué
nos define como personas individuales y únicas podemos asumir que nuestra voz
nuestros rasgos hasta la mínima marca distintiva se repitan en otra persona
podríamos intercambiarnos con nuestro doble sin que nuestros allegados lo
percibiesen innovando frente a las convenciones de la novela saramago
convierte la voz narradora en sujeto activo en un juego metaliterario que
pone al servicio de la historia y que va mucho más allá de las rupturas
estrictamente formales english descripton what happens when tertuliano máximo
afonso discovers that in his city there is an individual who is his exact
copy yet to whom he is in no way related that is the question that saramago
yet again exploring the depths of his soul asks us in the double how do we
know who we are what does identity consist of what defines us as individual
unique people could we accept that our voice or our features might be shared
in every way with another person could we exchange places with our double
without our friends and family noticing
L'Autre comme moi 2014-01-31T00:00:00+01:00 tertuliano máximo afonso
professeur d histoire dans un collège trente huit ans divorcé et vivant seul
découvre horrifié dans un film loué par hasard à un vidéo club son double
parfait en proie à la plus grande confusion il visionne d autres films
confirme sa découverte interroge producteurs et distributeurs et parvient à
connaître le nom de celui qui lui ressemble trait pour trait antónio claro
avec l aide de sa maîtresse il part à la recherche de son double un homme
ordinaire marié acteur de cinéma finit par trouver son adresse et son numéro
de téléphone et le convainc de la nécessité d une rencontre celle ci a lieu
dans un endroit désolé et s achève sur un désastre car chacun comprend que
deux êtres semblables ne peuvent co exister lequel des deux est moi lequel
est l autre pour tertuliano máximo et pour antónio claro la réponse n est
évidemment pas la même tout est alors en place pour que du désordre de l
identité surgisse la tragédie une fois encore josé saramago met brillamment
en scène un mythe pour mieux le démythifier en abordant la réalité de notre
temps et la crise de notre société prix nobel de littérature
L'home duplicat 2014-02-04 als trenta vuit anys tertuliano màximo afonso és
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professor d història en un institut de secundària solitari i depressiu està
separat i té pocs amics però esporàdicament es veu amb una dona un dia un
company de feina li recomana una pel lícula en la qual curiosament hi ha un
actor idèntic a ell davant d aquesta descoberta en tertuliano s obsessiona
per trobar el seu doble a l home duplicat josé saramago reflexiona sobre el
tema de la pèrdua de la identitat que afecta a la societat d avui dia els
homes duplicats es multipliquen
El hombre duplicado 2004 qué sucede cuando tertuliano máximo afonso descubre
a sus treinta y ocho años que en su ciudad vive un individuo que es su copia
exacta y con el que no le une ningún vínculo de sangre
O homem duplicado 2008-08-25 o professor de história tertuliano máximo afonso
descobre certo dia que é um homem duplicado ao assistir a um vídeo ele se
reconhece em outro corpo idêntico ao dele próprio um dos atores do filme é
seu sósia os desdobramentos dessa história são imprevisíveis mas o novo
romance de josé saramago esclareça se logo não tem nada a ver com clonagem ou
outras experiências de laboratório o que está em jogo é a perda de identidade
numa sociedade que cultiva a individualidade e paradoxalmente estabelece
padrões estreitos de conduta e de aparência os romances recentes do escritor
português retratam uma época de transformações que para boa parte da
humanidade resultam mais em perdas que em ganhos em ensaio sobre a cegueira
os personagens perdem a vista sinal de um tempo em que todos parecem estar
cegos em a caverna artesãos perdem o emprego incapazes de sobreviver à
sociedade de consumo em o homem duplicado josé saramago constrói uma ficção
extraordinária apoiada numa questão extremamente atual e inquietante a perda
de identidade no mundo globalizado
O homem duplicado (Nova edição) 2020-11-02 o que você faria se descobrisse
que tem um sósia dono do mesmo corpo do mesmo rosto da mesma voz É o que
acontece com o professor de história tertuliano máximo afonso neste
inquietante romance sobre a perda da identidade na sociedade globalizada
tertuliano se vê lançado numa crise existencial ao descobrir que tem um duplo
o professor de história tertuliano máximo afonso descobre certo dia que é um
homem duplicado ao assistir a um vídeo ele se reconhece em outro corpo
idêntico ao dele próprio um dos atores do filme é seu sósia os desdobramentos
dessa história são imprevisíveis mas este romance de josé saramago esclareça
se logo não tem nada a ver com clonagem ou outras experiências de laboratório
o que está em jogo é a perda de identidade numa sociedade que cultiva a
individualidade e paradoxalmente estabelece padrões estreitos de conduta e de
aparência os romances do escritor português retratam uma época de
transformações que para boa parte da humanidade resultam mais em perdas que
em ganhos em ensaio sobre a cegueira os personagens perdem a vista sinal de
um tempo em que todos parecem estar cegos em a caverna artesãos perdem o
emprego incapazes de sobreviver à sociedade de consumo em o homem duplicado
josé saramago constrói uma ficção extraordinária apoiada numa questão
extremamente atual e inquietante a perda de identidade no mundo globalizado a
caligrafia da capa é de autoria da escritora lídia jorge
L'uomo duplicato 2010-10-18T00:00:00+02:00 protagonista del romanzo è un
professore di storia di scuola media dal nome altisonante tertuliano máximo
afonso separato dalla moglie senza ricordare né perché si è sposato né perché
ha divorziato ha difficoltà nelle relazioni col prossimo e si può definire un
depresso conduce una vita solitaria e noiosa fino al giorno in cui non fa una
scoperta sensazionale dietro consiglio di un collega noleggia una commedia
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leggera in videocassetta ed eccolo faccia a faccia con una comparsa che ben
più che somigliargli è lui un autentico doppio la cui esistenza sconvolge
quella di tertuliano che da quel momento fa di tutto per scoprire chi sia
quell attore cosa faccia che storia abbia sprofondando in una realtà
parallela saramago commenta passo passo la vicenda accompagna il lettore con
ironia acume e sapienza narrativa in quest inquietante indagine sull alter
ego ricca di suspense e di spunti di riflessione sull identità nonché di
svolte impreviste
Another Me 2017-12-28 a figure from ancient folklore the doppelganger in
fiction a character s sinister look alike continues to appear in literature
television and film the modern day version of the doppelganger or double goer
in german is typically depicted in a form adapted to reflect present day
social anxieties focusing on a broad range of narratives the author explores
21st century representations in novels such as audrey niffenegger s her
fearful symmetry jose saramago s the double television shows orphan black
battlestar galactica ringer and movies the island the prestige oblivion
José Saramago. 20 anos com o Prémio Nobel 2001-06 o congresso internacional
josé saramago 20 anos do prémio nobel foi uma oportunidade privilegiada para
se pensar e debater a obra de um grande escritor durante os três dias em que
teve lugar o congresso permitiu atualizar conhecimentos e abrir caminhos de
reflexão sobre praticamente todos os aspetos da vasta e multifacetada obra do
escritor os seus romances e os grandes temas que neles estão representados as
personagens e os seus modos de existência a poesia e o teatro a cronística e
as adaptações da ficção a outras artes foram objeto de cerca de cinco dezenas
de comunicações da autoria de participantes oriundos de vários países com
destaque para portugal e o brasil
あらゆる名前 2016-12-15 孤独な戸籍係による奇妙な探求 人間の尊厳を失った名も無き人の復活劇 ポルトガル語圏初のノーベル賞作家による異色作
Dostoyevsky 1998-12 an intriguing study of the life and works of one of the
world s most celebrated writers
修道院回想録 2003 ポルトガルがスペインと鎬を削っていた18世紀 時の国王ジョアン5世は フランシスコ修道会士と 王妃に世継誕生の祈祷が成就すればマフ
ラに修道院を創建するという取引をする 一方 王の信任篤いブラジル生まれのローレンソ神は空飛ぶ機械 大鳥 を 戦争で左手を失った退役兵士バルタザルと不思議な
透視術をもつブリムンダ夫婦の助けを得て試作するが 異端の嫌疑をかけられる 音楽家スカルラッティと王女マリーアなども絡んだ一大歴史ロマン 98年度ノーベル文
学賞受賞作家サラマーゴの代表作 本邦初訳
Az embermás 2021-09-16 an innovative and detailed account of rare and unusual
psychiatric syndromes primarily for psychiatrists and researchers
Psychopathology of Rare and Unusual Syndromes 2020-10-07 internal conflict in
nineteenth century literature reading the jungian shadow examines the
genealogy of the jungian shadow in romantic and post romantic literature
Ştefan bolea analyzes the way the crisis of identity in nineteenth century
literature prefigures our contemporary inner discord by means of the
philosophy of literature combining literary criticism with psychoanalytical
phenomenology this book provides a deep analysis of the connection between
this inner discord and the century that brought us industrialization
nationalism modernity and the unconscious by comparing jung s theory of the
shadow with nietzche s and cioran s versions of antihumanism in a highly
interdisciplinary landscape scholars of psychology philosophy literature
media studies and history will find this book particularly useful
Internal Conflict in Nineteenth-Century Literature 2021-02-23 this volume
presents a number of original essays on aspects of lawrence durrell which
have not previously been discussed durrell 1912 1990 was the ground breaking
author of the alexandria quartet tunc nunquam the revolt of aphrodite and the
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avignon quintet and of many plays volumes of poetry and essays this volume by
one of the world s foremost experts on durrell s life and work explores his
early literary connections with henry miller anaïs nin alfred perlès and
david gascoyne in topics such as surrealism and psychology it features new
insights into durrell s approach to popular literature greek politics and
sexual orientation and establishes durrell s mental states from an
examination of his private notebooks it presents a composite portrait of a
writer obsessed with the themes of identity creativity sexuality and freedom
Lawrence Durrell’s Woven Web of Guesses (Durrell Studies 2) 2002-09 詩人ペソアの異名者
が彷徨するリスボン 1936年の日々 ノーベル賞作家が歴史の転換点を描くテクスト性を秘めた幻想小説
リカルド・レイスの死の年 2018 az embermás a hasonmás a doppelgänger a német romantika
irodalmának egyik alapvető toposza volt josé saramago regénye tudatosan
kapcsolódik ehhez a hagyományhoz főszereplője egy idős kitartó szeretője
mellett is magányos történelemtanár sűrűn elmélkedik az élet értelméről
értelmetlenségéről az emberi léthelyzetről a lét metafizikai aspektusairól
igazán élessé egzisztenciálisan jelentőssé azonban akkor válnak töprengései
amikor először egy filmen majd az életben is találkozik hasonmásával egy
színésszel megvilágosodása létmegértése létfelismerése azonban egyúttal
tragédiájává is válik a mélyen filozofikus minden szárazsága ellenére is
líraian romantikus regény művelt vájt fülű olvasóknak ajánlható kello hu
minden jog fenntartva
Az embermás 2008-10-30 this collection of john updike s non fiction writings
includes a delightful preface everything considered in which he tells of his
lifelong love affair with words essays on travel and on faith introductions
to some of the classics reviews of lesser known foreign writers and new books
by english and american contemporaries as well as non fiction topics from the
sinking of the lusitania to coco chanel s unsinkable career tributes to
legendary new yorker figures and much more a cruise through the cultural
waters of the past decade with as delightful witty sensitive and articulate a
guide as you could hope for due considerations is a voyage not to be missed
Due Considerations 2023-04-05 contradiction is a core concept in the
humanities and the social sciences beside the classical ideas of logical or
dialectical contradiction instances of lived contradiction and strategies of
coping with it are objects of this study contradiction studies discuss the
many ways in which explicit or implicit contradictions are negotiated in
different political or cultural settings this volume collects articles that
tackle the concept of contradiction practices of contradicting and lived
contradictions from a number of relevant perspectives and assembles
contributions from linguistics literary studies philosophy political science
and media studies
Contradiction Studies – Exploring the Field 2016-10-12 in this clear and
detailed reading guide we ve done all the hard work for you blindness tells
the story of a group of people who for some unknown reason suddenly lose
their sight they are all sent to an asylum where the inmates quickly turn to
violence and force to get what they want as tensions grow and people become
increasingly dehumanised everybody wants to escape but without knowing what
caused the blindness epidemic how can anybody stop it find out everything you
need to know about blindness in just a few minutes this practical and
insightful reading guide includes a complete plot summary character studies
key themes and symbols questions for further reflection why choose
brightsummaries com available in print and digital format our publications
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are designed to accompany you in your reading journey the clear and concise
style makes for easy understanding providing the perfect opportunity to
improve your literary knowledge in no time see the very best of literature in
a whole new light with brightsummaries com
Blindness by José Saramago (Book Analysis) 2013-09-20 in an unnamed country
on the first day of the new year people stop dying there is great celebration
and people dance in the streets they have achieved the great goal of humanity
eternal life soon though the residents begin to suffer undertakers face
bankruptcy the church is forced to reinvent its doctrine and local maphia
smuggle those on the brink of death over the border where they can expire
naturally death does return eventually but with a new courteous approach
delivering violet warning letters to her victims but what can death do when a
letter is unexpectedly returned
Death at Intervals 2020-05-12 what do you do when you re not asleep and when
you re not eating you re most likely waiting to finish work to get home or
maybe even to be seen by your doctor hold on is less about how to manage all
that staying where one is until a particular time or event oed than it is
about describing how we experience waiting waiting can embrace things like
hesitation and curiosity dithering and procrastination hunting and being
hunted fearing and being feared dread and illness courting and parenting
anticipation and excitement curiosity listening to and even performing music
being religious being happy or unhappy being bored and being boring they re
all explored here waiting is also characterized by brain chemicals such as
serotonin and dopamine they can radically alter the way we register the
passing of time waiting is also the experience that may characterize most
interpersonal relations mismanage it at your own risk hold on contains advice
on how to cope with waiting how to live better but its main aim is to show
how important the experience of waiting is in popular and highbrow culture
and sometimes in history detouring into psychology neurology ethology
philosophy film literature and especially art peter toohey s illuminates in
unexpected ways one of the most common of human experiences after reading his
book you ll never wait the same way again
Hold On 2018-10-01 this is the first single author study of the genres and
roots of popular literature in its relation to film and television exploring
the effects of academic snobbery on the teaching of popular literature
designed for classroom use by students of literature and film and their
teachers it offers case studies in quest literature detective fiction the
status of the outlaw and outsider and the interdependence of self other and
the uncanny it challenges perceived notions of and prejudices against popular
literature and affirms its connection with the deepest human experiences
Minor Mythologies as Popular Literature 2023-09-29 sean pickersgill
demonstrates that the goal of creating meaningful architecture can take a
variety of critical and philosophical paths the importance of architecture as
an expression of broad complex social drivers is complemented by the equally
popular idea that architecture as an intellectual pursuit retains its own
autonomy as a self referential culture this book uniquely places the emphasis
for innovation in architecture within the domain of critical thinking
generally and a specific understanding of the semantics of built form the
book draws on a broad range of subject areas from film to philosophy to
anthropology to mathematics and economics to show that the path to meaningful
creative practice is always based in an understanding of the principal
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drivers for change and meaning in society it is not a simple recipe book or
workshop manual for others to reproduce it requires the engaged reader to
employ their own creative abilities to find what potential lies in each of
the propositions and it will encourage the scholastic architect to continue
to mine the rich veins of intellectual culture to demonstrate the latent
purposiveness inherent in all meaningful architecture
The Architect's Dream 2023-08-10 can cinema reveal its audience s most
subversive thinking do films have the potential to project their viewers
innermost thoughts making them apparent on the screen this book argues that
cinema has precisely this power to unveil to the spectator their own hidden
thoughts it examines case studies from various cultures in conversation with
spain a country whose enduring masterpieces in self reflexive or meta art
provide insight into the special dynamic between viewer and screen framed
around critical readings of miguel de cervantes don quixote diego velázquez
las meninas and luis buñuel s un chien andalou this book examines
contemporary films by víctor erice carlos saura bigas luna alejandro amenábar
lucrecia martel krzysztof kieslowski david lynch pedro almodóvar spike jonze
andrzej zulawski fernando pérez alfred hitchcock wes craven and david
cronenberg to illustrate how self reflexivity in film unbridles the mental
repression of film spectators it proposes cinema as an uncanny duplication of
the workings of the brain a doppelgänger to human thought
Spanish Meta-Art and Contemporary Cinema 2023-09-12 a new york times
bestseller national indie bestseller i ve been raving about naomi klein s
doppelganger i can t think of another text that better captures the berserk
period we re living through michelle goldberg the new york times if i had to
name a single book that makes sense of these last few dark years it would be
this one katie roiphe the new york times book review editors choice if ever a
book was necessary it s this one bill mckibben thoughtful and honest incisive
klein moves her reader toward the truer grounds of solidarity in these times
judith butler what if you woke up one morning and found you d acquired
another self a double who was almost you and yet not you at all what if that
double shared many of your preoccupations but in a twisted upside down way
furthered the very causes you d devoted your life to fighting against not
long ago the celebrated activist and public intellectual naomi klein had just
such an experience she was confronted with a doppelganger whose views she
found abhorrent but whose name and public persona were sufficiently similar
to her own that many people got confused about who was who destabilized she
lost her bearings until she began to understand the experience as one
manifestation of a strangeness many of us have come to know but struggle to
define ai generated text is blurring the line between genuine and spurious
communication new age wellness entrepreneurs turned anti vaxxers are
scrambling familiar political allegiances of left and right and liberal
democracies are teetering on the edge of absurdist authoritarianism even as
the oceans rise under such conditions reality itself seems to have become
unmoored is there a cure for our moment of collective vertigo naomi klein is
one of our most trenchant and influential social critics an essential analyst
of what branding austerity and climate profiteering have done to our
societies and souls here she turns her gaze inward to our psychic landscapes
and outward to the possibilities for building hope amid intersecting economic
medical and political crises with the assistance of sigmund freud jordan
peele alfred hitchcock and bell hooks among other accomplices klein uses wry
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humor and a keen sense of the ridiculous to face the strange doubles that
haunt us and that have come to feel as intimate and proximate as a warped
reflection in the mirror combining comic memoir with chilling reportage and
cobweb clearing analysis klein seeks to smash that mirror and chart a path
beyond despair doppelganger asks what do we neglect as we polish and perfect
our digital reflections is it possible to dispose of our doubles and overcome
the pathologies of a culture of multiplication can we create a politics of
collective care and undertake a true reckoning with historical crimes the
result is a revelatory treatment of the way many of us think and feel now and
an intellectual adventure story for our times
Doppelganger 2019-04-08 in the past decades translation studies have
increasingly focused on the ethical dimension of translational activity with
an emphasis on reflexivity to assert the role of the researcher in
highlighting issues of visibility creativity and ethics in reflexive
translation studies silvia kadiu investigates the viability of theories that
seek to empower translation by making visible its transformative dimension
for example by championing the visibility of the translating subject the
translator s right to creativity the supremacy of human translation or an
autonomous study of translation inspired by derrida s deconstructive thinking
kadiu presents practical ways of challenging theories that argue reflexivity
is the only way of developing an ethical translation she questions the
capacity of reflexivity to counteract the power relations at play in
translation between minor and dominant languages for example and
problematises affirmative claims about self knowledge by using translation
itself as a process of critical reflection in exploring the interaction
between form and content reflexive translation studies promotes the need for
an experimental multi sensory and intuitive practice which invites students
scholars and practitioners alike to engage with theory productively and
creatively through translation
Reflexive Translation Studies 2015-03-31 this book argues theoretically for
and exemplify through critical and historical analysis the interrelatedness
of discourses on scale distance identification and doubling in the cinema it
contains analyses of a wide variety of films including citizen kane the
double life of véronique the great gatsby gilda vertigo and wings of desire
Doubling, Distance and Identification in the Cinema 2005 an amazing and
fascinating look at neurological conditions in fiction and film classical and
modern literature is full of patients with interesting neurological cognitive
or psychiatric diseases often including detailed and accurate descriptions
which suggests the authors were inspired by observations of real people in
many cases these literary portrayals of diseases even predate their formal
identification by medical science fictional literature encompasses nearly all
kinds of disorders affecting the nervous system with certain favorites such
as memory loss and behavioral syndromes there are even unique observations
that cannot be found in scientific and clinical literature because of the
lack of appropriate studies not only does literature offer a creative and
humane look at disorders of the brain and mind but just as authors have been
inspired by medicine and real disorders clinicians have also gained knowledge
from literary depictions of the disorders they encounter in their daily
practice this book provides an amazing and fascinating look at neurological
conditions patients and doctors in literature and film in a way which is both
nostalgic and novel
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Bookforum 2013 the doppelgänger or double presents literature as the double
of philosophy there are historical reasons for this the genesis of the
doppelgänger is literature s response to the philosophical focus on
subjectivity the doppelgänger was coined by the german author jean paul in
1796 as a critique of idealism s assertion of subjective autonomy
individuality and human agency this critique prefigures post war
extrapolations of the subject as decentred from this perspective the
doppelgänger has a family resemblance to current conceptualizations of
subjectivity it becomes the emblematic subject of modernity this is the first
significant study on the doppelgänger s influence on philosophical thought
the doppelgänger emerges as a hidden and unexplored element both in
conceptions of subjectivity and in philosophy s relation to literature
vardoulakis demonstrates this by employing the doppelgänger to read
literature philosophically and to read philosophy as literature the
doppelgänger then appears instrumental in the self conception of both
literature and philosophy
Literary Medicine: Brain Disease and Doctors in Novels, Theater, and Film
2010-07-22 narrative complexity is a trend in contemporary cinema since the
late 1990s there has been a palpable increase in complex storytelling in
movies but how and why do complex movies create perplexity and confusion how
do we engage with these challenges and what makes complex stories so
attractive by blending film studies narrative theory and cognitive sciences
kiss and wilemsen look into the relation between complex storytelling and the
mind analysing the effects that different complex narratives have on viewers
the book addresses how films like donnie darko mulholland drive and primer
strategically create complexity and confusion using the specific category of
the impossible puzzle film to examine movies that use baffling paradoxes
impossible loops and unresolved ambiguities in their stories and storytelling
by looking at how these films play on our mind s blind spots this innovative
book explains their viewing effects in terms of the mental state of cognitive
dissonance that they evoke
The Doppelganger 2017-01-18 bringing together the expertise of world leading
screenwriters and scholars this book offers a comprehensive overview of how
screen narratives work exploring a variety of mediums including feature films
television animation and video games the volume provides a contextual
overview of the form and applies this to the practice of screenwriting
featuring over 20 contributions the volume surveys the art of screen
narrative and allows students and screenwriters to draw on crucial insights
to further improve their screenwriting craft editors paul taberham and
catalina iricinschi have curated a volume that spans a range of disciplines
including screenwriting film theory philosophy and psychology with experience
and expertise in storytelling modern blockbusters puzzle films and art cinema
screenwriters interviewed include josh weinstein the simpsons gravity falls
david greenberg stomping ground used to love her evan skolnick and ioana
uricaru ideal for students of screenwriting and screen narrative as well as
aspiring screenwriters wanting to provide theoretical context to their craft
Impossible Puzzle Films 2023-08-29 cityscapes of the future urban spaces in
science fiction examines the central role played by urban spaces in science
fictional narratives in diverse media from the literary to the ludic to
cinematic
Introduction to Screen Narrative 2018-02-27 in the writing cure emma lieber
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tells the story of her decade long analysis and her becoming a psychoanalyst
by tracing dreams scenes and signifiers that emerged from her analysis while
also undertaking critical explorations of works of psychoanalytic theory and
literary texts the writing cure thus articulates what psychoanalysis does for
its patients by writing the moment of its termination in real time performing
the convergence of theory and life on which psychoanalysis itself balances
throughout lieber considers what psychoanalysis the talking cure has to do
with writing the foundation of psychoanalysis on freud s distinctive writing
practice what it means to write oneself as a psychoanalyst the extent to
which the cure involves a new kind of self writing most broadly the writing
cure asks what would it look like to write your way to the end of an analysis
is it possible to write yourself into the position of psychoanalyst is it
possible to write your cure
Cityscapes of the Future 2020-05-14
The Writing Cure 2006
The Literary Review
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